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Students, teachers, professionals, and amateur weather observers have an opportunity
to contribute and be publicly recognized like never before. For over a decade, I've been
visiting students in classrooms across the Northeast – first in Upstate New York, and for
the past ten years, here in New England. During that time, and visiting approximately
10,000 students per year, technology has afforded a wonderful new opportunity for
students and teachers alike – the ability to share weather observations and reports
immediately and directly with your television meteorologist.
Until recently, a telephone call or email was the only way to relay weather observations
to your favorite meteorologist. Thanks to the rapid expansion of smartphones, the
popularity of social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, video sharing sites like
YouTube and Vimeo, and the easy access to digital cameras and cameraphones, it's
never been easier to share exactly what you're seeing, as you're seeing it. This opens a
broad and exciting new door for schools and professionals, alike, and affords a much
more exciting, diverse, affordable and interactive opportunity than simply having the
reported conditions on your school weather instrumentation mentioned on a local
newscast.
Imagine a world where the students in your class work collaboratively to gather images
or video and instantly have them broadcast to nearly four million homes in six New
England states – the time has come! Together, we'll examine the most effective ways to
gather observations, images and video, send them to NECN, have them featured on-air
– in some cases in nearly real-time - and become regular contributors to the weather
analysis and operational forecast process, while gaining tremendous exposure for your
school. So many folks I speak with worry that this process may be daunting or
technologically challenging – it's much easier than you think – depending upon what
technology you have, I'll either have you set up, or at least knowing exactly what you
need to get started, by the end of this session!
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